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Abstract: Titanium oxysulfate (TiOSO4) was used as an inorganic titanium precursor to synthesize TiO2 nanorods
on a transparent, conductive fluorine鄄doped tin oxide (FTO) substrate by a facile hydrothermal process. The TiO2

nanorod film was rutile phase and exhibited an array鄄cluster double鄄layered structure. Under the illumination of a so鄄
lar simulator, the short鄄circuit photocurrent density of TiO2 nanorods maximized at 0. 17 mA / cm2, which was over
twice that of samples originating from organic titanium isopropoxide [Ti( iPro) 4] under the same conditions. Multi鄄
dimensional structure and the participation of inorganic oxysulfate (OSO4 -

4 ) anion contribute to the enhanced photo鄄
current response of TiO2 nanorod films.
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具有阵列鄄簇双层结构的 TiO2 纳米棒的光电性能

孙摇 琼1, 孙先淼1, 李摇 阳1, 董立峰1,2*
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2. 美国密苏里州立大学 物理、天文与材料科学系, 密苏里州 斯普林菲尔德摇 65897)

摘要: 选择硫酸氧钛(TiOSO4)作为无机钛源前驱体,通过温和的水热法在掺氟氧化锡导电玻璃基底(FTO)
上直接合成单晶金红石相 TiO2 纳米棒薄膜,呈现阵列鄄簇双层结构。 在模拟太阳光照射下,该纳米棒薄膜的

短路电流可达到 0. 17 mA / cm2,是相同条件下由四异丙醇钛[Ti( iPro) 4]为有机钛源而制备的 TiO2 纳米棒薄

膜的 2 倍多。 实验结果表明,多维层状结构和无机硫酸氧根离子(OSO4 -
4 )的存在对 TiO2 纳米棒薄膜的光电

流响应有促进作用。
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1摇 Introduction
Titania (TiO2) is known to have several natural

polymorphs: anatase, rutile, brookite, and TiO2鄄B,
among which anatase and rutile are the most common
ones encountered in photocatalytical and photoelectri鄄
cal research[1鄄3] . Although anatase鄄type TiO2 is widely
used as a catalyst for solar energy conversion because
of its high photoactivity, it is metastable at high tem鄄
peratures, while rutile is thermodynamically stable[4] .
Therefore, it is critically important to develop synthetic
technology to obtain TiO2 in anatase phase with high
thermal stability or rutile phase with high photoactivity.

Due to their efficient charge separation and
transport properties, thin films of oriented TiO2

nanorods or nanowires have shown great potential ap鄄
plications in novel photovoltaic devices, especially
dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) and quantum dot
sensitized solar cells (QDSCs) [5] . Since Liu[6] in鄄
troduced a direct hydrothermal method to grow orien鄄
ted, single鄄crystalline rutile TiO2 nanorod films on
fluorine鄄doped tin oxide ( FTO) conductive sub鄄
strates, many studies of DSSCs and QDSCs have
been carried out with TiO2 nanorod films through this
in鄄situ growth process[7鄄8] . Except for the facile syn鄄
thesis procedure, the obtained rutile TiO2 nanorods
were comparable to anatase TiO2 in DSSCs, with
additional advantages including better chemical
stability and higher refractive index. In a typical
synthesis, organic titanium precursor is chosen as
the reactant, although only few reports utilize inor鄄
ganic titanium precursors (e. g. TiCl4) [9] .

As a titanium precursor, TiOSO4 is often em鄄
ployed to synthesize anatase TiO2 with high phase
stability and photoactivity[10鄄11] . In this work, to the
best of our knowledge, TiOSO4 is used for the first
time as the precursor for the growth of TiO2 nanorods
on FTO substrates, and surface morphology, crystal鄄
line phase, and photoelectrical activity of the TiO2

nanorods were also investigated.

2摇 Experiments
2. 1摇 Materials

Deionized water was used throughout this study,

and the chemicals were used as received without fur鄄
ther purification.
2. 2 摇 Hydrothermal Synthesis of TiO2 Nanorod

Arrays 摇
Deionized water (13 mL) was mixed with 5 mL

of hydrochloric acid (36. 5% ) and 2 mL of hexade鄄
cyltrimethylammonium bromide ( CTAB) surfactant
aqueous solution (1. 0 g / L) in a Teflon鄄lined stain鄄
less steel autoclave (30 mL). The employment of
CTAB ensured reactant dispersal and avoided the
aggregation of the products throughout the hydrother鄄
mal process. The mixture was stirred for 5 min, fol鄄
lowed by adding 0. 4 mL of 2. 88 mol / L TiOSO4

aqueous solution and stirring for another 5 min. A
piece of FTO substrate was placed at an angle
against the wall of the Teflon鄄liner with the conduc鄄
ting side facing up, and subsequently, the hydro鄄
thermal reaction was executed at 155 益 for 4 h.
After being cooled to room temperature under drip鄄
ping water for 30 min, FTO substrates were removed
from the autoclave and washed with deionized water
to remove the residual reactants and CTAB, then
dried in ambient air and stored in dark conditions.
2. 3 摇 Morphology and Crystallinity Characteri鄄

zations 摇
Surface morphologies of TiO2 nanorods were in鄄

vestigated by field emission scanning electron mi鄄
croscopy ( FESEM, JEOL JSM鄄 6700F). Energy鄄
dispersive X鄄ray spectroscopy (EDS, OXFORD IN鄄
CA) was employed to examine the elemental consti鄄
tuents and their concentrations. Crystal compositions
of the products were examined on an X鄄ray diffrac鄄
tometer ( XRD, Rigaku D / MAX鄄2500 / PC) using
Cu K琢 as the X鄄ray source (40 kV; 100 mA). The
fine structure of TiO2 nanorods was examined on a
high resolution transmission electron microscope
(TEM / HRTEM, FEI Tecnai G20).
2. 4摇 Photovoltaic Measurements

Short鄄circuit photocurrent response was recor鄄
ded on a CHI 660D electrochemical station under
100 mW / cm2 irradiation from a full spectrum solar
simulator (Newport 96000) with air mass 1. 5 global
filter ( AM 1. 5G, Newport 81094 ). A saturated
calomel electrode ( SCE) was used as a reference
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electrode, a platinum wire as a counter electrode,
and the round TiO2 / FTO film with an exposed area
of 0. 5 cm2 as a working electrode. During the test,
the working electrode was vertically faced to incident
light, and the illumination was changed between on
and off every 10 s.

3摇 Results and Discussion
3. 1 摇 Morphology and Crystallinity Characteri鄄

zations of TiO2 Nanorods
Typical FESEM images and EDS spectrum of

TiO2 nanorods with a double鄄layer structure grown on
an FTO substrate are shown in Fig. 1(a) ~ (e). At
the same time, the TiO2 nanorod films were synthe鄄
sized using organic titanium precursor [titanium iso鄄
propoxide, Ti( iPro) 4] under the same reaction con鄄
ditions for comparison, and a representative FESEM
image is shown in Fig. 1( f) . Obviously, the length
of the nanorods from TiOSO4( ~ 1. 3 滋m) is much
shorter than that obtained from Ti( iPro) 4 ( ~ 1. 9
滋m). According to the Ref. [6], the driving force
of the nanorod growth on FTO substrates was due to
the small lattice mismatch between the tetragonal
FTO (a = b = 0. 468 7 nm) and rutile TiO2(a = b =
0. 459 4 nm), which may promote the epitaxial nu鄄
cleation and growth of rutile TiO2 nanorods on FTO.
Therefore, in this study, the formation of the double鄄
layer structures has two steps:initially, the arrays of
TiO2 nanorods grow vertically on the conductive sur鄄
face of the FTO substrate. After the entire surface is
uniformly covered with TiO2 nanorods, the nanorods
begin to assemble into flower鄄shaped clusters on the
top of the arrays. Both the arrays and clusters are,
in fact, bundles of minute nanorods with a diameter
of 300 nm and a length of 1. 2 滋m. From the EDS
analysis [Fig. 1(e)], the atom percents of Ti and O
are 37% and 60% , namely, the ratio of Ti to O is
approximately 1颐 2. Moreover, minimal S (1. 99% )
and Cl (0. 56% ) from the reactants remained, and
no characteristic elements of CTAB ( e. g. N, Br,
etc. ) were detected, thus demonstrating that the
CTAB had been removed completely and did not re鄄
act with other reactants.
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Fig. 1摇 FESEM images of TiO2 nanorod films grown on FTO
substrates synthesized from TiOSO4 at 155 益 for 4 h:
(a) top view, ( b) cross sectional view, ( c) the
bottom nanorod arrays, and ( d) the top nanorod
clusters. The corresponding EDS spectrum is shown
in Fig. 1(e). Fig. 1(f) is the FESEM image of TiO2

nanorod film grown on FTO substrate synthesized
from [Ti( iPro) 4] at 155 益 for 4 h.

The crystal phase and crystallinity of TiO2 nano鄄
rods from TiOSO4 is shown in Fig. 2, in which all
diffraction peaks that appear upon nanorod growth
can be indexed as tetragonal rutile phase. In com鄄
parison to the reference peaks of polycrystalline ru鄄
tile TiO2(PDF#21鄄1276), the diffraction peak with
the highest intensity of TiO2 nanorods is (002) in鄄
stead of (110). The XRD pattern of TiO2 nanorods
using Ti( iPro) 4 as the precursor is also listed for
comparison [Fig. 2 ( b)]. If the vertical growth of
the nanorods from these two precursors are the
same, the crystal composition of the underlying
nanorod film from TiOSO4 would be the same as that
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measured from Ti ( iPro) 4, and the appearance of
(110) and (111) peaks would occur during the
growth of the top clusters. In addition, no noticeable
diffraction signals of anatase TiO2 could be detected.
These results suggest that, instead of a thermally un鄄
stable anatase phase, rutile TiO2 nanorods can be
synthesized from TiOSO4 using a simple in鄄situ hy鄄
drothermal method.
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Fig. 2 摇 XRD patterns of TiO2 nanorods prepared from ( a)
TiOSO4 and (b) Ti( iPro) 4 at 155 益 for 4 h, (c)
blank FTO substrate, and (d) polycrystalline rutile
TiO2(PDF#21鄄1276).

From the XRD patterns, the enhanced (002)
diffraction peak indicates that TiO2 nanorods are
highly oriented on the FTO substrate, and the growth
direction of TiO2 nanorods is along the [001] direc鄄
tion perpendicular to the substrate surface[12], which
could also be supported by HRTEM characteriza鄄
tion. Examinations of individual nanorods with TEM
and HRTEM demonstrate that they consist of vast
nanowire bundles [ Fig. 3 ( a)] and are completely
crystalline along their length [Fig. 3(b)]. The lat鄄
tice fringe with interplanar spacing d110 = (0. 32 依
0. 01) nm is clearly imaged and consistent with the
rutile phase. The [110] axis is perpendicular to the
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Fig. 3摇 (a) TEM and (b) HRTEM images of a single TiO2

nanorod synthesized from TiOSO4 at 155 益 for 4 h

nanorod side walls, and the nanorods grow along the
[001] direction, consistent with the XRD data.
3. 2摇 Photoelectrical Characteristics of TiO2 Nano鄄

rods
When employed as a photoanode in a photo鄄

electrochemical cell, TiO2 nanorods can generate
anodic photocurrent. The magnitude of the photocur鄄
rent represents the charge collection efficiency of the
electrode surface. Herein we use short鄄circuit photo鄄
current of TiO2 nanorod films under the irradiation of
a solar simulator to detect their photoelectrical pro鄄
perties, as shown in Fig. 4. At the same time, the
photocurrent of TiO2 nanorod films synthesized from
[Ti( iPro) 4] is also measured for comparison.
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Fig. 4 摇 Photocurrent density vs. time curves of TiO2 nano鄄
rods synthesized at 155 益 for 4 h using TiOSO4(a)
and Ti( iPro) 4 ( b) as the titanium precursor, re鄄
spectively.

The photocurrent density of TiO2 nanorods ob鄄
tained from TiOSO4(a) and Ti( iPro) 4(b) is about
0. 17 mA / cm2 and 0. 06 mA / cm2, respectively, and
the photostability of these two samples was consider鄄
able during a 90 s irradiation. It is obvious that the
photocurrent response of sample (a) is much stron鄄
ger than that of sample ( b), indicating that the
TiO2 nanorods prepared from TiOSO4 possess higher
charge collection ability. Considering the morpholo鄄
gies of these two samples, the TiO2 nanorods grown
on FTO substrates from Ti( iPro) 4 existed in a mono鄄
layer form of oriented rutile TiO2 array, while the
TiO2 nanorods from TiOSO4 consist of a double鄄
layered structure containing the bottom arrays and
top clusters. When TiOSO4 was used as the precur鄄
sor, the enhanced photocurrent response of TiO2

nanorod films may result from the multi鄄dimensional
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structure of TiO2 nanorods with various diameters
and lengths as well as the participation of inorganic
oxysulfate ( OSO4 -

4 ) anion. Detailed experiments
are underway currently to investigate possible mech鄄
anisms.

4摇 Conclusion

In this research, TiOSO4 was chosen as the tita鄄
nium precursor for the synthesis of TiO2 nanorod
films on FTO substrates by a facile hydrothermal
method. A double鄄layered film, including bottom ar鄄
rays and top clusters, was finally produced, and the
nanorods were composed of abundant, extremely thin
nanowires. On the surface of FTO substrate, the
TiO2 nanorod arrays grew oriented along the [001]
direction, and flowerlike clusters of TiO2 nanorods

then formed on the top of the arrays, both of which
were in rutile phase. The photoelectrical properties
of the TiO2 nanorods were represented by the short鄄
circuit photocurrent measurement under the irradia鄄
tion of a solar simulator. Under the same synthesis
conditions, the photocurrent response of TiO2 nano鄄
rods prepared from inorganic TiOSO4 was more than
twice that obtained from nanorods prepared from or鄄
ganic titanium precursor [ Ti ( iPro) 4 ]. The multi鄄
dimensional structure of the top TiO2 nanorod clus鄄
ters may improve the scattering and absorption of the
incident photons, and the residual OSO4 -

4 on the
surface of TiO2 may accelerate the photoinduced
charge transfer. In summary, using TiOSO4 as the
titanium precursor in the synthesis of TiO2 nanorod
films offers significant potential in further applica鄄
tions of DSSCs and QDSCs.
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